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July 14th marked a successful Neighbourhood Night in Burquitlam Park, the fourth of 12 Neighbourhood Nights
events in Coquitlam this year that provide residents the opportunity to meet their neighbours, share stories, and
enjoy free food and fun activities.
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A Burquitlam resident celebrates

her checkers victory over her

father.

The tractor Michela and her son drew at the

storytelling tent. Her son loves watching all the

construction vehicles as they’re working. He

wanted his mom to be the tractor driver in his

picture.

Burquitlam is a neighbourhood undergoing a lot of change, and both older and
more recent members of the Burquitlam community gathered for an evening
filled with mask making, human-sized checker matches, and a delicious
barbeque by the Coquitlam Kinsmen Club, among other offerings.

Speaking to residents throughout the night, I learned that many  longer-term
residents feel amazed about Burquitlam’s progress to-date:

“When we first moved to this neighbourhood it didn’t feel to be much more
than many patches of grass and vacant spaces, some houses and shops. Now
there’s a Skytrain line coming and so many newer buildings popping up!”

 For many, the construction of the Evergreen Line and adjoining infrastructure
have been a source of wonder. Michela and her son were two of many who
joined me at the storytelling tent, and they seized the opportunity to draw what
she explained is one of their special memories of the neighbourhood:

 

 

“He’s always watching the tractors,  the cranes, and the mini
excavators as all these newer building have been going up. Every
single day he wants me to take him. It’s like a movie for him; he’s
obsessed!”

Betty, another Coquitlam resident, excitedly shared the story of
her connection to the City through her hula dancing group. Her
group is made up of members of all ages from across the Lower
Mainland, with many members from the Tri-Cities. Betty
explained what initially drew her to hula dancing:

“I loved the beautiful grass skirts, the drums and the leis and the
beautiful flowers. There are so many flowers that go into a
performance, and every flower matters.”

Originally from China, Betty explained how multicultural groups are not always easy to find in other countries, and
that she loves how open Coquitlam is to other cultures:

“Coquitlam is beautiful, and it’s so nice to be able to have so many groups from other cultures. I encourage
everyone to attend all of the multicultural events and learn from the people there.”

The final Neighbourhood Night of the summer is in Eagle Ridge on Sept. 8.
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